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I' COVENTRY, land problems and development of the city in the

ft. o. -, -=-arly nineteenth c:ntu~~.

f

. .. Coventry's large population growth in the early part of the

19C. occurred in a city severel,j; restricted for expansion into

new building lands.In the bounds of the medieval town the

population had increased sixfold,making the city an example

of the idea of the tightly packed medieval city which had never

happened at that time. Gardens, fine houses, allotments and butts

were developed by speculators;the medieval fabric replaced by

mean buildings which have since succombed to blitz andrecent

redevelopment.
The constraints were the ring of common land about the city,

held in rights by the citizens(freemen with vote)who refused its.

use and areas liable to flood due to the operation of watermills~f)

Early development took place outside these areas and thus away
fr.om the city.Hillfields,an area of privately owned land was

wa.s built over from the 1820s.Chapelfields owned by the corpor-
. ation and was developed after an enabling Act of 1845.In the

county ofWarw:ickshire villages and land such as at Kingfield
were developed.

. . THe pa.rcels of land at HillfitdS andChapelfields were to be

dominated by two of the trades of the city.Hillfields in the

1820s-40s was settled by weaversand until recently many terraces

with the characIleristic long w~ndow could be seen.(2) In

Chapelfi!lds can still be seen the physical fabric of the village

co!limuni tysettled by craftsmerur. watchmakers after1845. Dwvelope.d .

at similar times, thedifferences in .the industrte~nd L'socleties

is reflected in planning and design.

At Kingfields,a contemporary building, the cottage factory

of Cashs' is4'.as an individual example of a larger building
compared °

erected on a site still standing among open fields at the'tnrn

of the century.

(1~Coventry-a medieval city anda modern industrial centre"
Millward and Robimson,whose paragraphs on the 19C
industrial development of Coventry int~duced me to this sfdy.

(2) see page for remaining examples noteao.
~ (1)The mills were demolished after an Act of 1844 .
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. .' Coventry's textile industry d.ates back t014C.or earlier;
wool was its mainstay in the 15C, at later dates hatmaking,

silk and ribbon weaving becoming most important.In the 1830s

some 16000 workers on.3000 looms were employed in silk and

ribbon weaving. (Pop. 1841,. 30780.}The 1850s saw foreign

competition affecting the industry badly ,the removal of

protection (Cobden treaty) for their goods in 1860 and the

strikes of that year changed the industry and its methods of
employment. (3)

; The earliest weavers worked from living or bedroom and the
! first rec'orded use of the long weavers window is 1663.(4)Such

windows can still be seen in Macclesfield,Nottingham,Bethnal

Green and Halstead etc., all early textile areas. The long window

has itself survived the textile industry origins to become a

f motif of industrial architecture.(5)
!' . The middle class weaver or j.ourneymen wor~ed on their own

i looms, using their own or a manufacturersmaterials,producing
I
I a finmshed piece for sale to a middleman or manufacturer.They
! either owned or rented their home and workshop, in later powered

I cottage factories they also rented their power from the coop
;

i group or the owner-manufacture~.From the mid18C, these men were
i .
I working alongside and in competition. with thefactory organised
,
! . mills,usually powered, where wages were paid by the owner. Such
;,i developments in the established trades were slowed down in many
I

! areas by the craftsmen's vested interests. The factory system.

came late to Coventry where the journeymen were strong until the

poor times of the 1850s.The fifst powered establishmen~ ,Beck's
Mill of 1830 was destroyed by men who feared the use of powered
looms and thus the employment of women and children on the looms

I rather than as helpers .However factory establishments were
! built in the 40s and early 50s at the same time as the cottage

factory terraces, developments or the individual we,avers cottages

were becoming popular.These found increasing favour among the

weavers in the mid and late 1850s as they allowed the weaver

to remain his own master ,with his own house,workshop and front

door,in control of his own working hours, and where afforded with
6 ac.cess to his .own steam power.Terrace cottage factories were

. . buil t py groups. of indi vid ual weavers, and by manufacturc -"S who~h ..
ga~ned by haVinglilf11,journeymen weavers in one place and by
the increased output due to any power they might have installed.
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i .Those two buildings , which are. studied in detail,of the firmsI .

! of Eli Green and John and Joseph Cash were bo'th operating on
~ the journeyman principle when first opened. This system of
, operation,s also had its problems the manufactorer finding he
! had to suppl.y pov/er for uneconomic periods of time as the weavers
.: chose their worktimes and also as noted by William Andrews(6):
! "they obtained no rent unless they(Cash's) found them(weavers)

work't.There is no indicationthat ihave found which tells whether

I weavers could only do work. for their"landlord" or whether out-
'work could be done,possibly different men had different policie~.

Following the problems of 1860 the cottage factory system

faded rapidly,the organisations which suvived doing so by

operating the factory system. The owners looms were moved in,

workmen clocked in and were paid wages;the short period of

cottage industry and factory compromise was closed by external

I economic influ'ences. "
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- Watchmaking:
The watchmaker was a different social and economic man,

- workin~ i:n ~ ma:re tru:).y middle classtradewit~ re_ason~ble prospects

of p~bfitable and regular,uninterrupted work.The rJlaster watchmakers,

big and small men lived alongside each other in an interrelated

trade.Their important requirement far light for their skilled

and detailed work bring about the reappearance of the long

window.Yet to an even greater extent the working aspect of his

life is hidden behind a fac;ade of his middle class home;his trade
. did not erftoy his wife and children,only apprentices being

employed,~here was none of the noise and vibration of power

and shafting found in the,weavers areas since the unfinished

watch components were bought in from elsewhere.

The watchmaking industry had left the area by the turn of the

centuEY,however the superior fabric of the area has allowed the

buildings to be used as good blouses and it stands little altered"

a period piece of social and industrial ar~haeological in~erest.

.
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Hillfields

The great majority of the weavers cottages have been

.deI!1°li~hed,'afew isolated examples of the type remain to be

recognized. by their topshops.Dating from the early 1820s the

last terraces .were completed in 186ro/1.They are builj of local

brick, timber floors and roof structure, with slate or local tile

roof finish.The design and detailing usually follows ~eorgian

ideas as understood by the local builder.These builders and

their clients appear to have been conservatives and though

many were built into the50s few wer'e built with Victorian

embellishments.

The living accomodation,in the common three storey terraces,

is confined to tlle first and second storey.The thirdcstorey is

the topshop for the looms,accessed by a narrow stair! and tEap-

door and having the large,characteristic,weavers window.The

front of the building is composed to include the topshop windows

in th~ Georgian(or other) style.A few were built where the

front topshop windows are large and more like the normal rear

elevation but none(i think) remain.The rear,cottage and top-

. shop windows and other details alike,is simple and cheap;brick
! ,arch and iron ,lintols and casement windows wit11 small panes.

I The weavers window is walltowall,with low sills and high lintols

often in a taller room.1Nhere power shafting was incorporated [

! it ran along o~e side ~f the building( the lightest side) at
jI or above the llntol helght. J.
!

I A few two-storey weavers co~tages of the type most often

found in other weaving areas were also built;the weaving shop i

being at the rear of the second storey. !

Where boiler and power house were afforded they were added

i at the rear or end of the terrace,no examples appear to remain
.I for examination.As noted above,the 'smell and smoke from the
j

I boiJ.ers;,. :,the noise and, especially within the dwelling, vibration
would have while working, given these powered terraces more the

atmosphere of s.n industrial than a craft area.( Water powered

establishments were not found in Coventry though there were

such silk mills on the Sow and Avon)

The houses are small,though reasonable at their date of
6 construction,and seem otherwise due to the topshop storey so

de.tai.led. to make them appear as substantial thr:-ee storey town

houses.

\.
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I. Cash's cottage factorYt Kingfields.

The land at 'Kingfield was bought by John and Joseph Cash,
i . .' who had been in the ribbon business since 1846,for their new
I '

establishmen:t in 1856.M-embers of a Quaker family and having

connections with Owen;who' had earlier built New; Lanark,

Clark;a Stroud Quaker of note,Joseph Bray and in Coventry
. with George Eliot theywere more than small traders having

. had such a background.The main influence on them,in the matterof
this factorYtmay well have been Bray who was at this time

j active in setting up "ideal" working environments in the ;:}-J

,. Leicester area textile industr:'l!.It was however to be a short-
t ' lived scheme, as originally envisaged, and has since been noted

: as "a~monument to a lost industrial system and a number of

forgotten ideals.",a memorial to Quaker industrial philosophy.

i The architect of the scheme was Thomas Pratt of st. Nicolas,
..

I' Street,Coventry.He does not appear to have designed other
,.

,

1.. buildings of note t nas no surviving churches to his name, and
.

I the influences on his workae unknown.He designed this building
as one of,if not thetfirst non-Georgian building in Coventry.

, The local- builders were conservative :,' still best acquainted
I with the Georgian details and few neo-Gothic buildings existed
i locally.Pugin and Barry had built in Birmingham,mainly churches

-the convent at Handsworth being the most similar~simple brick

neo-gothic structure,to the Kingfields factory.Scott was
, - .

! extending Walton Hall at the- time.The London and Birmingham
,

..

Railway had opened several years beforetincidentally with"'a

ghastly piece of neo-gothick," for-its station at "Mugby Junc.~

(Dickens describing the earliest of the Rugby stations.)and

Pratt woul~ not have been limited in his ability to travel to

the influences of the latest buildings and publications of

London.It is .also possible that his clients were the main pressure

for a neo-gothic building,possibly their taste was more advanced?

Indeed the third elevation on hj.s drawing is puzzling for its
I ' Georgian nature,is he playing safe by the styl~ he'knows and
I is this his compromised and preferred design?-- I

.

i As one of the two larger contemporary cottage factories it
1
i would eventually have been much the largerthad not the trade
1.

1 ~ collapsed;being known as-the "hundred houses" ,although only
4.6 were built,it was intended to build as many as three hundred

. .

cottages' and topshops.Indeed the sections show four parallel
buildings along - the contours of the \ site. Li ttle can be known "

of these early plans since the great majority of Cash's records i
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CASH'S

'Early Chronology

"1856 " .'
(pefore" NOVEMBER: Site at Kingfields chosen. Sitb p.an Mtd? )."

1857
before APRIL: Work started on "the houses'!
by OCTOBER 17 : Houses complete.
by OCTOBER 30 : Contract "certificate of completion

of ~Ir. r~jurray " signed.
The Cash's Lane And Canalside cottage
topshmp buildings complete.

.on NOVE1'viBER 27 :"Shafting installed through the shop"
No mention of power source in use or
planned.

1858
1859

early?april? : Drawing of T. Pratt for two cottages
and adjacent warehouse type shed.

by OCTOBER 1"9 : "'a steam factory is being built. . . "

dated OCTOBER 22: Dftawing of shafting connections.
1860 "

: The Cobden Treaty.
: V/eavers Strike.

1861
1862 .

by JANUARY 12 : The topshops converted, the steam power
in use and a factory system operating.

Later history of the early buildings

1893? : Engineers report on improvement work
to the power system.

1926 : Original beam engine removed.
1941 APRIL: Severe damage resulting in partial

demolition.Topshop shafting taken
out of use']

~

, . .,
J

,
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were destroyed in 1941.

Tl1e building would seem not to have rated as architecture
. .

.

when corripleted~being noted merely as a. providor' of employment

and otherwise being relegated to its place as industrial.

architecture.
The firm of Cash still operate onthe site ,. the early

buildings;~eing the two topshop blocks,the power houseand

boiler house,and two cottages and an adjacent shed,remain

in supstantially original condition.They are constructed in

local Nuneaton red brick with blue semi-engineering courses,

with timber floors arid roof construction of local tiles on

timber members.An occasional mullion is in cast iron and tie~

rods strengthen the upper storey.Alterations have been made to

the outhouses of.the.:.-topshop cottages and repairs made to
,

bomb damaged areas.The Cash's Lane block has a central through

way,large single chimney stacks,its topshops have party walls
. ,

pierced by door openings and has an addition of an iron staircase i

and altered entrance door(photo:15)at the north end.The rear of

the south end of the building has b'een rebuilt and the nature

of any link with the Canalside block lost.

The Canalside building is generally similar in construction

and detail but the differences are important.It is longer,has a..-

central wide flight of stairs to the topshops in place of the

throughway,has single,small chimney stacks close to the front

and rear walls except for one,is built on a level site and does
.

not step and has a through section topshop with no party walls,

the roof structure being of timber trusses and not purlins as in

the Cash's Lane building.The vertical shafting entrance arch

and oiling doors are to be seen on the rear of the Canalside block.
wI1trt-

This building has been. demolished in two sectionslthere was

severe bomb danlage.Both buildings are in generally excellent

structural and detail condition.The other buildings,cottages,
shed/warehouse ,boiler and power houses are of similar design and

construction and have been subject to minor alterations.

It is of interest to compare what can be seen om the site

with the little surviving informa'tion:the early drawings and

notes,tJ!ne diary of William Andrews who worked for Cash's and
t\ .

the contemporary background Qf the industry.

'. The drawing of three elevations and two. si'e~sections 1S

signed by John and Joseph Cash and Dutton,the Blackburn

contractor who had doubtless won a competitive.tender "for

this large job.It is notable that.an experienced mill builder

took such a job so removed from Blackburn.There is no architects
- . . . " ". "! -' -- --
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any part of an agreement or contract. The drawing shows two

I elevati'ons of neo-.;gothic,jacobean style;the first is the front
! ele~ation of the Cash's Lane building,the only difference being
1 "

the 0mission of the two chimney stacks on either side -of the

central gable~The second elevation is of the same length as the

Canalside building ,and is of the same detailing as the first.

It differs from the built Canalside block in the chimneystack

: arrangements,except for' the one end stack,and the details of
;

the central throughway and central window and door arrangements.

(Note photos.: C &: 9.)The differing section of the topshop is

.not expressly demonstrated by the difference between the drawing

and the building,the differences noted are only indicative.
When and why did these differences between the two similar .-

puildings occur? Was the Canalside building completed or altered

at a later date?

The Cash site was noted by Andrews in Nov. 1856,he notes
that b~ the 5 April 1857- he was able to II go to see the houses

i being built at Kingfields.. " .By the 17 October of 1857 the'
j

! houses had been completed and Andrews having been offered a
!

.: positionwent "to Kingfields to looK at house,didn't like it

.IJ much".For why he disliked he does not say,but having had gas

1 installed he"-removed to Ne. 8 Kingfield" on27 October.
;

.1 This being just prior to a final account from Dutton to
1
I Cashls,verified by Mr.I~urray's certificate of completion,for
, his final payment,minus retention,on the"first part of the
;
~ contract'.'.The "first part" is interesting since it is not
), ,

j certain exactly to which parts it refers.It is unlikely to
1 .

1 just refer to ~he Cashls Lane block as being built first,and

I most likely means,at a cost of £8700 for approx.48000square
i feet( 3/9d sq.ft.),the two topshop b'l,lildings.The rest of the
,
j contract would have been for other of the "hundred houses".
i
'i The inclusion of power plant in this bill is very unlikely as
1 w&ll be seen.

On the 27 November 1857 Andrews recorded" stopped warping
i because of putting the~shaft~ng through the shop.'t.Yet the

,

: evidence is that the power to dri.ve this shafting through the

topshops for the power looms (a conversion of the loom not a

totally new loom) was not available till at least late 1860.
f Andrews,who now having left Cash's,noting on 19 October 1859

. . t~at crt a ste.am f,actory is being built at K~n~fields "..Dated

22 October 1859 is an engineers drawing,of Musgrave and Sons,

detailing the shafting connectionfronthe power house to the I

vertical shafting and quoting the, Globe Ironworks,Bolton to 'b

supply..
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On his return to the U.K. in 1862 Andrews notes: (18J"~t1-' \'e>bz,).

" .. Many changes have taken place at Cash's since i went away.

Their cottage factory system for which they built, the houses
. " at Kingfieldshas been a complete failure. They could obtain no

rent from the tenants unless they found work for them-- now at

great cost they have J.cnocked out the partition walls of the

shops and converted the top of the buildings into one la~ge

factory,and filled it with the looms which they have had .built,
the houses underneath now form merelycottages for the weavers.

The steam factory also, which was building when i went away jos

now finished." He had left U.K. on July 13,1860.

This gives some indications to activity at Cash's. The Canal
side building was completed,with the other block, before the

d'.isastr~usyear of 1860 and was substantially converted betwee~
"Art

then andA186~.At this rebuilding the individual stairs and trap-

doors were removed,the central stair added and the other central

details altered.The party walls between the shops and the chimney

stacks were rebuilt from the level of the window sills,(approx?)

~he awkward gable stack details and the remaining original

chimney stack at the east end support this view of substantial!

r~buildi~g.The through section topsh9P now has a trussed roof, I

twe stacks ac~ing as columns. '

Though Andrews notes that the buildings were converted to
L.1nE- Of16 -

one factory the Cash',sAwas not so extensively changedjdoors

being pierced into the party w.alls,the trapdoors closed and

the ironstair added.(What link between the two topshops was

there before 1941?).No central stair could have been added

without blocking the yard entrance',and without destroying the

elevation.It is most probable that the market could not bear

the cost and the number of looms. involved in a full conversion,

it is also a stepped building and would not have offered such

advantages.Again,the 'elevation might have suffered.

These alterations took place when Cash's changed to a

factory system of employment,af'ter or soon after the strike

of 1860.

The powered cottage factory has:,been noted as 1857;Prest

remarking on a boiler house lintol of that year.It seems how-

ever that the plant was not installed till 1860 or 'so,some three
~ years after the shafting' had been installed in the topshops.

0 Vias the conditi?n of the trade responsible for this delay in
ordering the power installation? The only information presently

available is the shafting drawing of Oct .1859 , nothing is known
of installation . "

dates for the bo1.lers or beam eng1.ne.The eng1.ne
wasc removed in 1926;the shafting system had been improved in
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1890 to reduce friction 10sses.The ~~ted lintol may be a

ret.rospective gesturejall of the more recent buildings carry
.. . dated lintQIs,a very reasonable idea,yet the two topsh.9Ps do not.

.
. Possiblyt~e boiler house did not have originally,neither.

The third elevation on the drawing,the elevation showing

the cottage stories. in a Georgian style,is longer than either

of .the others.The detailing of the topshops is similar,they

having pointed arches~similar gable treatments and chimney-

stacks.The drawing of this elevation is unfinished,mullions

not being detailed to the extent of the other elevations.Is this

dRawing a comparative study or is the intention to use this

design for the parallel additional blocks as shown by the sec-
-

tion,s below it.A small proportion of owners building suchan

establishment as rhis had an interest in the latest accepted

styles.The,'j; wanted acceptence for themselves into the landed

classes,some adopted "country house" styles for their mills

or factories.Indeed at the-time this was fairly much a country

site.But it is very likely that in this case the feelings for

the weavers was a great factor in the choice of a building

style that would help attract them to work and live there.It /"
needed some a~vantages since it was some fair distance from ~
the centre of Coventry.

The sections show the likely extent of the full "hundred

houses" scheme.If built it would have been a less attractive

environment due to the overshadowing by adjacent blocks and

the ,increased shafting noise.It would also have been very

much more an independant industrial community as seen at New

Lanark and Saltaire.Cash's,having been forced so far owt of

the city may have had to have built a selfsufficient community.
j THe Cash's Lane building is at n right angle to the other

I proposed blocks and is cross contour.It was built as a facade
I to the entrance on the road approach from the city;the first
!

i appearance of the end elevation 'of four blocks would not have
i been acceptable.Despite this elevation there was no advertising, .

I of Cash(~s name as might be found in large letters on the parapet ,.

I .

of a northern mill;the self esteem of the weavers is more

important.Later boards were p+,obably modest as is the existing,

: ,recent one.Indeed in little respect does this textile
establishment resemble the multi-storey mills,.e.ven its windows

. .. J

having an unusual. ecclesiastical nature almost asking of the

weavers that much reverence for themr craft and their production.
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The small, and despite Andrews ambi,tious doubts, good dwellings. of

the, time,are dwarfed by the fenestration and roofing of the
, . ,topshops;y~tgain lofty impressiveness.The jacobei;3.n anq structural

. ,

deta,iling, ~s part of this rich impression, there is more than

industrial, functional detailing. The excellent brickwork, the

articulation of the piers and walls,the blue brick coursing,
the arched lintol and the blank windows, the tall topshops and

the studlbednature of the gables and the chimney stacks remind

one of st. Pancras and Scotts comment that"'possibly it~,is too

good for its purpose.".In the Cash's lane building especially

can be seen a reference to the 'E' shaped Elizabethan-Tudor

country house, the gables and decoration applied to them su

suug,esting the forward elevations of the 'E'.Yet the Cash's

Lane building seems less two-dimensionally such a gesture;

because it is shorter and well proportioned and because of the

positioning of the three step downs ~~' it appears to project

and retreat from a single plane and describe'the Elizabethan

facade very subtly.The two buildings with their little garden

plots, afforded outside built-up Coventry,must have been a very

impressive sight standing as they did in open country side;
I

appearing mor~ like civic buildings than dwelling or work places.

Even the rear elevations thoggh simpler and disturbed by the

outhouses have more than the mundane appearence of the Hillfields

backs.

Most mills of this date would have followed the precedents

of the fireproof mills of the 1890s,which incorporated cast-

iron columns,iron beams and brick .arch vaults.Hoviever in the

original design conditions the timber floors are not seen as a

risk since any fire viould be contained within the solid party

walls,~iT1.e-l:cbnyersion to through topshops invalidates this

and m~st have constituted a greater firerisk,though whether

expensive alternative constructions would have the buildings
!
1 any bett~r from incedinaries is duubtful.The iron tie-rods
, may date very recently a~d do not indicate alteration dates,

they are found on' each building.

The tall topshop windows are different on the front and

rear elevations and the gable~ prominences show athird type.

~ The rear windows are three panelled with a three arched lintol,

spanning approx.12'(3.5m),thefront be-ing diYid~d by a pier

which i~ partly Jhecessary and structurally redundant being

introduced to compose the elevation.The third window type

~~~~~~'JCt'J~~~ cast-iron mUllions, a feature 'repeated in the
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! stories below,carrying the brick gable ends.Such mullions are
j. " . . .found in ~ontemporary industial buildings to al.low the omission
i .
J of a brick pier and thus allow better lighting conditions.Here

. .' .
the defining of the difference of the gable portion is more

important.
The site planning is relative to the road (Cash's Lane),the

canal(opened late 1~C.)and the contours roughly parallel to the

canal. The buildings fOllO/w these factors,but the position of
i

powerhouse seems less logical although its position must have

been decided early as the shafting entrance on the Canalside

i shows.It is removed' from ~he wharf at the ~th; end of the

Canalside building and its water or cooling supply must either

go round or under the earlier topshops.The low volume ribbon

trade would have been little affected by the wharf position

but the position of the boilers in the dentre of the site would

not have been perfect.The installed capicity of the boilers and

engine may give some idea as to the final size of tt.e planned
establishment. .

The topshops of the canalside building are still in use as

stores,their 'converted flexibility proving more useful.The

Cash's Lane topshops main use is aesthetic, the tidy roofline

devoid of aerials indicating that the otherwise unused shop

is full of aerials.The canalside building is "adorned" with

aerials. The cottages are no longer all Cash employees but are

all rented.

! The Cash's Lane building is threatened by Coventry's outer
! relief road and it is for this rea~on that local preservation.

effort is for the altered and incomplete Canalside building.

As Coventry have claim, so to do Cash!s~~6r their expansion. If

the road is built doubtless Cash's will want use of the canal-
side land. These unique buildings ~re " a monument to a lost

industrial system and a number of forgotten ideas '~,but should

they be a memory?
I .

:

I
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The later entrance to the topshops on Vernon street._, was

made crudely through one of the houses,an entrance through the
- buildi~g On the. corner of Brook/Vernon streets - which m_ay well -

have -been Greens office/counting house was also open.The original

topshop stairs and trapdoors had been sealed and doorways

built through the tppshop party walls.Photo NO.7 shows such a

throughway and the stair, the latter probably unsealed by vandals.

The blank end elevation on No.5 is due to the fact that the

buildings topshops were let in parts.The difficult access,

which did not apparently hamper the low volume weaving trade,

must have proved a great problem in later letting of the topshops

for other uses. The inherent fire risk of the converted buildings

and tne presence of non-involved dwellings below would also have

been drawbacks.

This ~uilding also shows little similarity to the more

. northern concept of the mill;it is essentially domestic in scale

and is not used to advertise itself to workers or shareholders.

note(8) Prest. .

(9) I\lIillward and Robinson.
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Homes and Workplaces.
. .'- -

These areas and buildings were all for the individual
.

worke'r.to be able to be his own master. The first cottage

terraces 'and the watchmakers houses were the, efforts of

the weavers and watchmakers to live and work their own

way of life. The cottage factories wwre the work of outside

influences; economic and industrial forces,and the Quaker

philosophy and humanitarian ideas.

The economics of advancing industrialisation defeated the

bases of both trades;the weavers falling to free trade and the

factory system after 1860,the watchmakers leaving their area

a few decades later as watchmaking also became a mass production

industry.
The buildings demonstrate the work and social aspirations

of these men.They record developments and experiments in

working environments which should not be forgotten or lost.

.
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Notes

in"Building News" for 28 August 1851.

A tender for T.W.Ward,Coventry:; Architect T.Pratt (:).
for dyehouse and house £685.

also
Coventry.
Watch Manufactory for H.Williamson. £230.

doubtless these being in the respective areas of Hillfields

and Chapelfields.
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